MAGTF OPERATIONS AFLOAT

Purpose
To educate students on sea-based MAGTF operations through the lens of the Single Battle Concept and ARG/MEU integration using Maneuver Warfare Philosophy and Amphibious Operations Doctrine, Techniques, and Procedures.

Method
Four instruction blocks focused on Maritime Expeditionary Environment, Planning and Embarkation, Rehearsal and Movement, and Action, which includes a scenario based ARG/MEU Planning Exercise.

Endstate
Operating within a JIIM environment, EWS graduates will be able to plan for the doctrinal employment of a combined arms MAGTF, both ashore and afloat, through the use of expeditionary enablers to execute complex and distributed naval expeditionary operations.
MAGTF OPERATIONS AFLOAT

EA4000: MAGTF OPS AFLOAT
EA4010: Maritime Exp Environ
EA4100: Planning & Embarkation
EA4200: Rehearsal & Movement
EA4300: Action (Angkor Cross)

MAGTF OPS Afloat Assessments:
- Inventory Assessment
- Maritime Environment Assessment
- Planning for Amphibious Ops Assessment
- Landing Plan Develop (LPD) Assessment
- Angkor Cross Assessed Billets
- Final Assessment
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Maritime Assessment
Planning & Embarkation Assessment
Landing Plan Development Assessment
Practical Exercise Billet Assessments
Final Assessment
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